Tubo Tavolo - table lamp
design Mickael Fabris

_Table lamp with satin brass structure,
adjustable upper disc, and halogen
bulb. The disc allows to modify the
light direction and to change its
intensity according to any need.
The distinguishing elements of this
lamp are the use of satin brass and
the introduction of the adjustable
disc: simple shapes meet high quality
materials for an astonishing result.
_Lampada da tavolo con struttura
in ottone satinato, disco superiore
orientabile e lampadina alogena. Il
disco consente di direzionare la luce
e di cambiarne l’intensità secondo le
specifiche esigenze.
Gli elementi distintivi di questa
lampada sono l’uso dell’ottone
satinato e l’introduzione del disco
orientabile: forme semplici incontrano
materiali di alta qualità per un risultato
sorprendente.
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_Dimensions in millimeters and inches.
The right to discontinue and make
changes is reserved.
This information is based on the latest
product information
available at the time of printing.
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materials & finishes

_The finishes shown are indicative and
refer to the entire production range.
We recommend that you consult the
samples which show the complete
range of finishes, including those not
shown here.
Laurameroni reserves the right to
modify the range without warning.

Satin brass
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maintenance

Natural deviations in structure and
colour of metals are part of the
authenticity of this surface and are
typical of the goods. The surface
is specially hand-crafted in several
complex manufacturing steps. At the
end of the galvanic procedure, the
surface is painted with a transparent
protective lacquer which prevents
further oxidising and discolouring.
Differences in colour and structure are
not faults, but typical of the goods,
and are characteristics of manual
processing: every piece is unique.
For cleaning and maintenance do
not use any acid, solvents or alkalibased cleaners. Do not use scouring
agents, steel wool, pot cleaners or
similar. Pointed or sharp objects, such
as blades or knives, can damage the
surface. Anything hot or damp can also
be detrimental to the surface. Remove
light soiling with a soft cloth and a
neutral household cleaning product
diluted in water. Clean the metal parts
with cold or hand-hot water and finish
by immediately drying with a soft cloth.
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